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Abstract 

 
This paper wants to show how concept of Nature and Innocence are diversely depicted in 

the Romantic and the Victorian poetry. It seems like when the age moves to more modern age, 

the romantics’ appreciation on the nature and the innocence are degraded or seen negatively. I 

want to show the changing and   underline the speculative reason for such changing. The poems 

will be read with close reading technique but  the focus is on the image and ideas of  the 

innocence and nature only. Historical background, precisely literary history, will also accompany 

the reading process.    

The romantics will be presented through Wordsworth and Blake because those two romantic 

exponents give the clearest image of the natural and innocent grandeur. The exponents from the 

successive period are picked up randomly but most will be those which are well known in 

common English literature class, such as Arnold, Hopkins, Hardi, Yeats, and others .Some of the 

findings are:  in the romantics such as Blake and Wordsworth, children’s innocence are seen as 

pure or sinless, but in the Victorian such as Yeats and Hopkin, children are seen as inexperience, 

not understand the world clearly. In the romantic the nature are spiritual, but with the advance of 

scientific age,  the nature (woods, ocean, etc) becomes  more physical, an object of knowledge. In 

the perspectives of science, human being, including children are part of the object of knowledge. 

In the eyes of knowledge, children are usually considered less knowledgeable. 
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Introduction  

  At the age of reason, science really appears as a prospectus alternative, replacing 

religious dominance in explaining the world and daily society problem. Poets and critics 

are also influenced by the rationalistic spirit of that age, as seen in how Pope glorified 

Newton as the light of God that brightens the world. Conscious polishing and perfecting 

arts are part of the artistic trends. At that era,  Art was strictly governed by artistic rule. 

Such as Augustinian heroic couplet with its noble subject, such as in Pope and  Dryden.

 The Romantics try to rebel against such rule. They believe in the genius given by 

nature which could not be bound by ready made rule. Accordingly, nature is seen as a 

source of inspiration and often identified as having undefiled quality (compared to the 

city), similar to children’s innocence (compared to grown-up people).   

 But science continues developing. It even gives an alternative definition on 

nature. Darwin in the Victorian era revealed the disgraceful side of nature. Its grandeur is 

stripped.   Its position became less then before. The changing age and changing 

perspectives are well reflected on the poetry from the Romantic and Victorian periods.  

 

 

General review of romanticism  

According to Immanuel Kant (Kern, 1955: 85-6), pure reason is limited by 

phenomena. Therefore, human being needs a guiding principle such as God, Freedom, or 

Immortality. Such knowledge should be supplied to human being through communion 

with the encompassing universe. This communion is partly achieved through a contact 

with nature. Wordsworth and Coleridge were noted as practicing this thought. Such 

thought like this supplies transcendental need wanted in the cold of intellectualism of 

scientific era. Nature also provides a peaceful rest of the mind from the relentless work in 

industrial cities with so many factories signifying inhuman control over human needs of 
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living. This will turn the romantic poems to the village and rural area as their subject 

rather than the city which commonly appears in the pervious Classical literature such as, 

Greek cities with Alexandria and Rome. English Classicism wants to add London and 

Edinburg in the row (Lamont, 1987:277). The interest in common people (rather than the 

aristocrat) consequently also arises. It is not merely coincident that romanticism grows 

around the time of French and American Revolution where the common people tries to 

topple down the aristocrat’s authority.  

The most characteristic romantic attitude is individualism; the poet is a seer (a 

distinctive genius); the emotion are preferred to reason, the ideal to the real, aspiration to 

compromise with necessity. In expression (i.e. form) romanticism proclaims freedom 

from rules and conventions, emphasizes spontaneity and lyricism, (Shipley, 1962; 352). 

Almost all of those features can be found in Blake and Wordswoth’s work and 

personality.  

  

 

Blake and Wordsworth : Children’s innocence and the natural world 
 

William Blake  

 Blake is an outstanding figure in early romanticism. He puts distrust in the 

government’s plan to develop the society through industry (Bronowki, 1958:7-11). For 

the price is the innocence of the soul, human soul in general including the children’s: the 

most undefiled soul. He does not really like social institution labeled with ‘civilization’ 

that put the emphasis more in industry and reason than in feeling and imagination 

(Lamont, 1987:277). Through his poetry, he often criticizes and depicts the church as a 

prolonged social institution of industrial society that brings harm to innocent children. 

Using children in the factories is a common matter in eighteenth century of England. 

Perrine writes: 

 In the eighteen century, small boys, sometimes no more than four or 

five years old were employed to climb up the narrow chimney flues 

and clean them, collecting the soot in bags. Such boys, sometime sold 

to the master sweeper by the parents, were miserably treated by their 

master and often-suffered disease and physical deformity (117) 
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Blake undoubtedly wants to make the society realize such bad situation through 

his poems. In ‘The Chimney Sweeper’, taken from Song of Innocence (1789), for 

example, it is seen that the picture of human being does not build a ‘happy feeling’: a  

father sells his child to the cleaning sweeper agent, and children who have to work hard. 

(lines 1-4). In such condition, nature is depicted as thing that can console or give 

happiness for their emotionally unfelt misery. In the nature (line 15-18) they are happy.   

 But it was actually unfortunate for them because all the joys were only a dream. 

The angel (more linked to the church than any other institution) seems to do cheating for 

keeping the child to be on their miserable position. The angel just makes a little or least 

improvement to children ‘s misery by merely telling or asking the boy to want nothing 

(be a good boy, and do your job) and promising God to be his father (as a ‘bonus’ toward 

their acceptance of their condition). 

In that poem, the tendency or the characteristic of romanticism can be shown. For 

example. The nature as a consolation for human soul, common people as the subject of 

the poem, the emphasized on imagination (the dream, the angel), emphasizing on feeling 

rather than in the intellect. (That poem doesn’t really need reader’s intellect, but it evokes 

a feeling in the reader, an ironical feeling that leads to a gloomy or a sad sigh contrary to 

the children’s innocence).  

 The innocent children in Blake poems are not depicted as being in the peaceful 

place. But they are depicted as being able to be happy regardless their environments. The 

speakers rarely blame the society or the church. Blake’s concept of  Innocence are 

therefore clear.   

According to Lamont, Blake proclaims an innocence that can, miraculously, 

survive the most appalling conditions. The child is not complaining at his situation; what 

interested him is his dream …The child can argue only from within thee situation; he 

cannot stand outside and protest that it should never have been allowed to happen. This 

child may be a limited reasoner, but he can see angels. (1987: 281) Because they can see 

the angel, the miserable surroundings are perceived as not problematic.  

 

In Song of experience (1794) shows how the innocence is shifted to the 

experienced child or grown up men questioning anything including the creator’s authority 
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(the tyger: it is probable that the evil is created by the same agent who creates the 

mild/the lamb), understanding the dark atmosphere around him (the sick rose), 

welcoming the hatred and enjoying the defeated foe (A poison tree). All are hardly 

associated with the children.  Even when the speakers are children, the image of 

indifferent grown-up people or church institution are clearly depicted. In Blake’s poem 

such as Holy Thursday, London, and  the other  The Chimney Sweeper the misery of the 

children is always related to the church and also society.  

 In  stanza 1 of Holy Thursday, we find: “Is this a holy thing to see // In rich and 

fruitful land, // Babes reduced to misery, // Fed with cold and usurous hand?  

In London, the lines in stanza 3 reveal:  “How the chimney-sweeper’s cry // every 

blackening Church appalls: // And the hapless Soldier’s sigh // Runs in blood down 

Palace walls.  

The Chimney Sweeper has these lines: A little black thing among the snow // 

crying…..in notes of woe! // “Where are thy father and mother?..// They are …to church 

to pray. In the final stanza the widely distanced images of praising the God and the 

miserable wooing child are put together: “They think they have done me no injury, // and 

are gone to praise God and his Priest and King, // Who make up a heaven of our misery”. 

Confronting strictly the miserable children to the church is rarely found in the 

later generation of romanticism. Blake is noted for having the least influence to his 

generation. This is probably partly due to the mystical aura of his personality and his 

works (Prophetic Books) at a later period. Many of his contemporaries considered him 

‘possessed’ (Beckoff, 71:158) 

In a contradictory images (of children and society), a  strong emotion, a somewhat 

rather aggressive, is felt. The aggressive feeling in Blake’s poem is partly due to his 

attempts to criticize society and to express his dissatisfaction to his society.    Romantic 

poems can also be soft and peaceful as will be indicated by Wordsworth’s the Rainbow or 

It is a Beauteous Evening  

 

Wordsworth 

.  Wordsworth is a thinker who can unify his thought or contemplation with the 

poetic art. What is communicated through his poem is his contemplative thought toward 
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the world through his subtle feeling. No wonder Coleridge said that he is both a 

philosopher and poet (Barricelli, 1982: 27).  

 Wordsworth thinks that the worldly presence is just a chain linked to the immortal 

existence ( samekto, 1976: 51). He  also believes that every creations in the world is 

united in the same spirit (the one and only spirit). In his autobiographical poetry, one of 

them is ‘Lines composed a few miles above Tintern Abbey, (lines 93-102)  he says :  

 And I have felt a presence that disturbs me with joy / of elevated 

thoughts:  a sense sublime  / of something far more deeply interfused,/ 

whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,/ and the round ocean, and 

the living air,/ and the blue sky, and in the mind of man, / a motion 

and a spirit, that impels/ all thinking things, all objects of all thought, 

/and rolls through all things.  (Guth, 1981: 498) 

 

In such thoughts, it is understandable that every problem in daily industrial 

society raises from the separation from the Total Unity. Or at least, just like what 

Wordsworth feels, in even unwelcome situation the remembrance of the experience of 

having contact with beautiful nature can ease the sorrow. (so the effect is similar to those 

of Blake’s discussed in The chimney Sweeper) . With disparity from The One, one can 

feel higher or lower than other. Society tries to define themselves as higher then the 

nature and becomes the one who wants to control the nature. So the initial problem is 

actually the differentiation it self. 

 In the rainbow (or It is a Beauteous Evening,) the feeling that is developed 

through the poem is more subtle and peaceful than Blake’s The Chimney Sweeper (pity 

for the boy, anger for the grow-up people or industrial society). Here we find that the man 

or human being and the nature is in a harmonious relation.. This depicts the ideal 

relationship between the man and the nature: a blend or unity (In the chimney sweeper the 

separation is existed : reality and dream, hard environment and innocent mind) 

  By thinking that this world-existence is only a chain of other string, it is logical 

that a child or a new born baby is closer to the One Soul than the grown up people who 

live s according the society rules. It is a common romantic tendency to regard the social 

institution along with its rule as the agent that broke the unity or at least make the 

distance wider. The church and Christian dogma are also regarded as such institution 

(Lamont, 1987, 277). The child (and the nature) is therefore the source of the people ‘s 
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contemplation. People should be able to take lesson from children, As if the child is the 

father of the society. It is also true seen from other point,  since every father once was a 

child, a child experience shapes what kind of father he will be. A child is the father of 

man  as the Rainbow stated clearly.  

 Those were poems from the romantic period that emphasizing spontaneity 

(feeling), Individuality, and pastoral life. In the Romantic tradition, the city has been 

regarded as the source of human devaluation, as in London, 2 different poems from both 

Blake and Wordsworth. In London and The world is to much with as, Wordsworth 

criticizes his society,  therefore  aggressive feeling also appears in those poems.  

 With the more development in science and its applicable technology, Nature will 

be no longer admirable and people might start to leave the mystical bound of nature and 

start to face the nature as an object in front of him, and not something he is included 

within.   

  

Victorian period 

 Victorian Period is so vast that it cannot be easily mapped into clear cut division 

and categories. Abrams et all (1979, 930-7) divide this age into three categories; The 

early periods of time and troubles (1832-48), The mid periods of economic prosperity and 

religious controversy (1848-70),  and the late period of decay of Victorian values (1870-

1901).  I only want to underline its scientific features that lead to the shaken image of the 

transcendence built from Christianity and Romanticism, because this is the most relevant 

for my topic.   

 

Darwin ‘s influence 

The rapidly developing sciences, as intensified by Darwin’s theory, changed 

people’s way of looking nature. The romantics had often stressed the kind or beneficent 

forces in the natural world. The new sciences asked people to face the harsh realities of 

the ‘ struggle for existence’. Darwin’s  On the Origin of the Specie by Natural Selection 

was the most dense and disorienting of the new books of 1859.  This becomes the 

intensified mark of the Victorian crisis. Since then morality, class, and politics, biology, 

and religion are more reassessed. Sanders writes  ‘Not only God had been toppled down 
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from his haven by an argument from nature, but Man had been thrown from his pinnacle 

as the climax of creation’ (1987, 370) . This is probably the answer searched by the 

character in the Tennyson’s poem Flower in the crannied wall who tries to understand 

the reality metaphysically. Men starts claiming their own dignity and therefore it enables 

them, with analytical and scientific mind, to search and propose such question ( what is 

creation? What is God?) only to find that the answer will drag him down and injure them 

emotionally.  

 

Serious and practical in duty  

The great books of the time are often books that set out in search of answer that 

are difficult to find. The key metaphor of that time is that of struggle or strife. Victorian 

idealism is often of a sober and non-visionary. Just an attempt to make a little corner of 

life less ignorant and less miserable (Guth, 1981: 550). 

. In the words of Thomas Carlyle, a Victorian prose writer from a Protestant back 

ground, the late gospel are no longer ancient motto found in Bhagavad Gita, ‘know your 

self’, but “ Know your work and do it’. Knowing yourself is not your business, you will 

never get to know it, you are an unknowable individual (Guth,1981:553) . This, 

nevertheless, is contrary to the romantic tendency to be amazed by the self ( of the men 

and of the nature)  

   

 

 

Preachy, noble, solemn tendency 

 Many writers of this time shared a strong sense of social responsibility and moral 

duty. They tended to take themselves and their mission seriously, as if addressing a large 

public, they want to be solemn or dignified (Guth, 1981:552). Then of course they now 

are heard preachy and stuffy by modern ears. Just for Illustration, in Tennyson’s Crossing 

The Bar , the speaker embarks solemnly (perhaps with dignity), Crossing The Bar, to the 

firmament of death, without not forgetting giving advice to us, ‘don’t be sad, I’ll see my 

Pilot’. While the modern Dylan Thomas prefers to be honest to his father, saying ‘Do not  

Go Gentle Into That Good Night’ dad!.  
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Thoughtful, and doubtful (to the transcendent) 

 They tried to trust ‘all that was best and noblest in human nature’ though they 

might be perplexed or at odds in matters of belief. Many Victorian poets found it hard to 

reconcile their love of natural beauty and their humanitarian sympathies with the new 

view of nature as’ red in tooth and claw’. The intellectual and spiritual doubt raised. ( 

Guth, 1981: 549 –553). 

Now we will see those different spirits reflected on the poems. Based on what 

Victorian Spirit look like, the changing image and attitude toward innocence and nature 

can be easily traced or extracted out. The poems commonly belong to the late Victorian 

(partly modern) such as Hardy, Yeats and Hopkins. One poem from High Victorian is of 

Tennyson, the icon of this era.  

 

The Romantic and The Victorian Poems;  on Nature and Innocence 

The way natural world treated.   

Romantic Victorian (high Victorian) 

 

To see a world in a grain of sand 

 

To see a world in a grain of sand  

And a Heaven in a wild flower,      

Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand  

And Eternity in an hour. 

Blake (1757-1827) 
(note: this poem is a separate  quatrain  that begins 

Blake’s  “Auguries of  Innocence” 

  

Flower in the crannied wall 

 

Flower in the crannied wall, 

I pluck you out of the crannies 

Hold you here, root and all, in my hand, 

Little flower –but if I could understand 

What you are, root and all and all in all,  

I should know what God and man is  

Tennyson (1809-1892) 

 

 The 2 poems communicate the speaker‘s thought about the relation between 

micro cosmos and macro cosmos, between the creator and the creation. It expresses the 

speaker’s passion to understand (to find and experience) the transcendental Reality 

including God. In the Victorian poem the speaker’s activity is cruel or merciless to the 

flower (nature). Just like scientist treating a plant or animal as a specimen in the 

laboratories wit his analyzing mind scrutinizing it part by part, the speaker remove the 

flower from its place and its life and then analyzing it part by part  (root, and all). The 

flower’s life, just ass the specimen life,  is secondary to the knowledge he pursues.  
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 The activity of plucking, connoting an abrupt but powerful manner goes in 

contradiction to the soft and fragile flower. ‘who’ tries to survive in a hard environment, 

the crannied wall, where its root must not firmly and deeply hold the  wall.   

 The Romantic poem incidentally does not indicate such merciless act.. ‘To see’ 

indicates a passive physical body but an active mind, this goes in accordance to the 

Romantics’ credo of wise passivity. To see / to understand a world and a heaven in the 

terrestrial creatures doesn’t mean to have a harmful physical contact to a wild flower.  

Holding infinity and experiencing eternity does not need to be conducted with sacrificing 

a creature life for the object is not physical, it can be done without doing harm. Consider 

another example in Wordsworth ‘ Daffodils / I wandered lonely as a cloud’ , Even 

without a physical  contact ( the verb is ‘saw’ ) , the effect of seeing/ meeting the dancing 

flower in the nature continues to take place in the speaker’s mind while he is in other 

time and other place  

For oft, when on my couch I lie 

In vacant or in pensive mood, 

They flash upon that inward eye 

Which is the bliss of solitude;  

And then my heart with pleasure fills’ 

And dances with the daffodils 

 

 

The way children’s  innocence appreciated   

All of these poems (not in the complete form) below concern with something (the 

truth of life) Realized by the grown-up speaker but the child doesn’t. The attitude of the 

speakers toward  the absent knowledge of the child reflect their appreciation on the  

innocence of the children’s soul. The act of seeing, its manner, ranges from admirably, to 

a more scornful attitude.  

Romantic Late Victorian Late Victorian/ modern 

Dear child… 

If you appear 

untouched by solemn 

thought, Thy nature 

is not therefore less 

divine 

God being with thee 

when we know it not 

Wordsworth  

Margaret, are you grieving?…  

Leaves, like the things of man, 

you with your fresh thoughts 

care for, can you? //Ah! As the 

heart grows older // And yet you 

will weep and know why.  

It is the blight man was born for  

It is Margaret you mourn for. 

Hopkins (1844-1889)  

Dance upon the shore,  

what need have you to care 

For wind or water’s roar? 

Being young you have not 

known  

The fool’s triumph, nor yet  

Love lost as soon as won, 

Nor the best laborer dead 

Yeats (1865-1939) 
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The situation in the first poem, It is a Beauteous Evening, is a grown-up speaker 

with a child happen to be walking at a beach. The Speaker enjoys the beauty and the 

tranquility of the nature and he realizes the transcendental presence. Apparently, the child 

doesn’t. The speaker says to the child “ If you do not feel the presence of the mighty 

being, you are not less divine. According to him, God already with her.  Thus the speaker 

sees the child admirably, she is not less then the grown up speaker. The other lines proof 

the child’s admirable position for the speaker says that she is already in Abraham’s 

bosom, meaning already accepted by heaven. According to Luke xvi. 22, the soul goes to 

Abraham’s bosom after the death : ‘and it comes to pass, that the beggar died, and was 

carried by the angles into Abraham’s bosom (following notification from Norton 

Anthology). Such innocence is very valuable in romantic tradition.  

In Hopkins (1844-1889)’ Spring and fall, the situation is a fresh- thoughts 

Margaret (child) is grieved for the falling leaves. The speaker gives comment on such 

situation, first through rhetorical question then he explains the answer himself.  The 

speaker, realizing that the leaves are like the things of men, asks whether (and why) she 

can care for such things. Then he explains, as heart (she) grows older, she will understand 

that actually her mourn for the falling leave, the sorrow of the spring shifted to autumn, is 

the mourn for the fate of every mankind which is doomed to die. Here, we sense that time 

(as the heart grows older) will make the child realized what the speaker already knows, 

meaning she will be as wise as the speaker at a distant future. Right now, she doesn’t 

understand it conceptually. But ‘the heart heard what the spirit (ghost) has guessed’. That 

is why even when Margaret does not have such concept (that the leave is like her), she 

can be saddened by the falling leaf. It is because her spirit knows of her future and the 

future of every man.  The speaker attitude reveals a pity on the girl’s innocence but also 

reveals his knowledge in recognizing the reason of Margaret’s grieving. Here we have a 

sense of ’ telling knowledge what the other (Margaret and the reader ) don’t know’.    

Wordsworth’s speaker reveals what he sees (and feels and believes in Abraham’s 

bosom) but Hopkins’ speaker reveals what he knows about the separation between the 

spirit/ heart of a child and the child itself (her intellect?).   
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In Wordsworth’s, the child is already good at that moment (no need to wait the 

future). Compared to the speaker himself, the child position is already accepted by god, 

while the speaker’s position is not as obvious as the child, for he knows ( he cannot 

pretend that he doesn’t know for mentioning the belief) that God stays ‘when we know it 

not’. In Hopkins’s, such better position should wait until “ as the heart grows older // 

(when) It will come to such sights colder”. Right now, her grief is rather less accurate for 

there is more serious subject to be grieved upon.  Compared to the speaker’s position, we 

are sure that the speaker is more knowledgeable than the child. Her knowledge-less, 

though far from being her defect, though creates the sympathy on her, makes her 

positioned worse than the speaker. At least, she is not as wise and mature as the speaker 

who knows that in the future leaves will still be falling one by one, but not a sigh will be 

for them any longer. As the time grows , “ By and by, nor spare a sigh // Though worlds 

of wanwood leafmeal lie. (meaning: rotting to form pale mealy fragments, following 

Gardner’s note in  Abrams, 1979: 1794) 

Hopkins’ belief in Christianity makes him closer to the attitude of the Early 

Romantics. Hopkins is a Jesuit, therefore his Christian atmosphere is obvious though he 

lived in the late Victorian Period. This is may be the reason that while he was alive, he is 

just a minor poet. In his vision, nature is almost similar to the early romantic Blake and 

Wordsworth. Hopkins is, in that sense, more traditional, for his believe that the nature 

reflects God’s grace such as in ‘God’s Grandeur and Pied beauty. In the latter, the Christ 

is still literally mentioned (Beckoff, 1972:142). It is not without any benefit that his 

works were not published in his lifetime, the era when mad personality and ancient 

alternative of sexual orientation seen as the achievement/ mark of the era. I think the 

content of his works will be judged as ‘old fashion’ if published along with other 

Victorian poet such as Swinburne (1837-1909). Thomas (92: li) noted his pornographic 

writing. Murder and rape and sado-masochism are in Swinburne’s Poems and Ballads 

(1866), he is also proclaimed the beauty of female bisexuality in Gautier’s Mademoiselle 

de Maupin. 

The most different attitude toward the child’s innocence can be found in the 

modern period/ post Victorian poem of Yeast (1865-1939); To A Child Dancing in the 

Wind.  We have a sense that the children are happy because they do not know and do not 
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(haven’t yet) experience the hard life. The image of happy child is disturbed and 

degraded by supplying an information from the grown-up speaker about the sad and 

gloomy part of life.  ‘Being young you have not known the lost love, fool’s triumph, dead 

laborer, and sheaves to bind (abundant works to do). Here, the appearance of the speaker 

who claims himself more experienced and more knowledgeable is hard to be ignored.  In 

his eyes, Innocence is less appreciated and looks like simply ‘Immature’ (not to mention 

‘foolish’ as indicated in his word ’fool’s triumph) .   It seems like their happiness is not 

correct, the innocence does not go accordingly to the way of reality any more in the 

modern world. The child doesn’t see the wind as the grown up speaker realizes it. For the 

children, they just dancing on the shore while the wind blows. For the speaker, the wind 

or the water is roaring, they are crying in a monstrous way. He rhetorically asks the 

children twice,  ‘ What need have you to dread the monstrous crying of the wind? What 

need have you to care for wind or water’s roar? With such different perspective, the 

children’s knowledge-less-ness is portrayed as a lack.   

In a ‘wild world’ of modernity, it is more becoming acceptable to perform a child 

as not being innocence. The child in another Yeast’s work, Purgatory, is no longer 

innocent but reflects hatred. In that play, the child is not an object of compassion. His 

father finally kills him.  

Yeast often noted as being glorified his old period of his creative ability. It is the 

stage of maturity. His younger period is associated with ‘fin de siecle’ mood of Victorian 

era, meaning the spirit of an end, a desperate and victimized voice (Bergonzi, 1987:384). 

But then at his old/mature stage he joins the Irish literary revival movement and starts 

inventing his own mythology from several traditions.   In Sailing to Byzantium, he 

mentioned that a place for an old man is Byzantium, the center and symbol of art. 

Modern world, yielding to sensuality,  is not for the old man ( Beckoff, 1972:196) This is 

a retreat to a more highly civilized place, leaving the barbaric world of twentieth century 

prophetically recognized in the “The second coming’  which contain an allusion to 

Russian Revolution and the rise of Fascism (Abrams, et al (1979:1973). That was/is the 

world when religious ritual has become lifeless. So we se a sense of a better old man 

(then the ignorant youth)  
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He is also regarded as part of the avant garde movement whose artist typically 

seeing himself better than common people with their popular taste (at that time, Ibsenian 

realist drama). His movement to the experimental verse play shows this quality.  Other 

thing that can indicate his soft resentment to the ‘now or present generation’ is his 

engagement on the aristocrat side. The Aristocrats can be seen as the  old generation that 

will be replaced by the young middle class. This middle class or ordinary people in The 

purgatory is depicted as an ignorant drunken man that destroys the aristocracy. It is 

therefore the son is seen as the seed of ignorant generation ( not to mention evil) and 

finally be killed.  My point is just to show that in Yeats’ perspective,  young could 

probably means ‘bad’, ignorant to the tradition or ignorant to ‘monuments of un-aging 

intellect’.  It is like in the poem that already discussed, they lack of something the speaker 

posses. They need an improvement and of course appreciated as ‘less’ (less divine, less 

knowledge, not even their spirit knows that the wind utters a monstrous crying).  

 

The natural setting and its effect on human being (the speaker) 

 And now, with gleams of half-extinguished thought,  

 with many recognitions dim and faint, / and somewhat of a sad perplexity, 

 The picture of the mind revive again; / while here I stand,  

not only with the sense / Of present pleasure, but with pleasing thoughts  

That in this moment there is life and food / For future years 

Wordswoth 

(Lines composed a few miles above Tintern Abbey, lines 58—65) 
 

In those lines, It is seen once more the effect of nature in the mind of the ideal 

romantic speaker. But the Victorian era probably has its own typical speaker’s attitude 

toward nature.  The natural setting in the romantic and in the Victorian can also be 

explored to show such differences. Comparing Arnold’s Dover beach (or Thomas 

Hardy’s The Darkling thrush), to Wordsworth’s It is a Beauteous Evening ( or Daffodils, 

or Lines composed a few miles above Tintern Abbey part 3, lines 59-65 ) can help to 

describe the difference. In Dover beach the beautiful beach is recognized to have an 

eternal sadness. The sea is then used to describe the faith (the sea of faith) which is now 

tormented (by science and war). In Wordsworth’s poem, the sea still stands for the 

presence of the mighty eternal being. There is no doubt of faith in Wordsworth but there 

is, in  Arnold’s..  
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Romantic Victorian  

The gentleness of heaven broods o’er the 

sea: // Listen! The mighty Being is awake, 

// and doth with his eternal motion make// 

A sound like thunder-everlastingly 

Wordsworth (1770-1850) 

Listen! You hear the grating roar of 

pebbles which the waves draw back, 

..bring the eternal note of sadness in // Th 

.But now I only hear its melancholy. 

Mathew Arnold (1822-1888) 

 

In Dover beach, the beautiful scenery revealed in the early lines can do nothing to 

the speaker’s doubtful and regretful mind for he already knows that the world revealed to 

be ‘ Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light, // Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for 

pain’. Here we see that the same kind of setting, the ocean or beach, (one is at Calais and 

the other at Dover) triggers different reaction to the speakers from different age and 

different background. In the late Victorian era, nature is no longer associated with the 

healing power. There are much problems which nature alone cannot heal. Maybe the war 

is one of the examples, just like the Arnold’s speaker situation at the final lines of Dover 

beach. Though he realizes and perceives the beauty described in the initial lines, his 

consciousness forces him to experience it as merely a darkling plain:  

The sea is calm tonight/ the tide is full, the moon lies fair/ 

Upon the straits; on the French coast the light/ gleams and is gone; 

The cliff of England stand, / Glimmering and vast, out in the tranquil bay/  

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

And we are here as on a darkling plain / Swept with confused alarms – 

Of struggle and flight, Where ignorant armies clash by night   

  

 

Thomas Hardy (1840-1928) : Indifferent nature without its healing power  

If Wordsworth and Blake associate nature with peacefulness and misery-killer 

(nature has a healing power, peaceful effect), Arnold and other late Victorian poet, such 

as Thomas hardy tends to be gloomy and doubtful in dealing with nature. The truth 

offered by science has made religion and mysticism look like a fiction. Yet, scientific 

truth seems indifferent to humanity (with its survival of the fittest). In a more scientific 

society, many things become objects of thought and therefore less perceived as the sacred 

and more perceived as compassionless. 
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Thomas Hardy’s poem, The oxen, tells about a changing situation in the speaker’s 

heart toward Christmas. The grown up speaker is no longer enthusiastically engaged in 

the spirit of Christmas commonly found in children world. Being asked to hopefully see 

animals (oxen) kneeling down, some unexplained feelings in his heart impede him to 

disagree that the hope might be truly fulfill. This poem, written in the industrial era, is 

commonly thought as an honest reflection toward the beaten religious atmosphere in the 

scientific era. Reason has undeniably undermines the magic and the spirit religion used to 

provide. The sacred canopy that used to be a home for human being, giving him the most 

answer for his every question, is then seen as a kind of fiction. Knowing that much of 

history, including his ‘self’ still clings to that getting-more-disappeared world, the 

speaker is unsure for the future and his existence in the ‘new’ presence. The poem is very 

interesting and significant. It is not only an image about the lost faith/ doubtful speaker 

on the religious matter, it also symbolically signifies how, in the industrial era, the 

pastoral life (the elevated romantic subject) exemplified in the birth of baby Jesus, has 

become interesting only for children. ‘If some one said ‘Come see the oxen kneel,/in the 

lonely barton by yonder coomb /Our childhood used to know /. The Grown-up speaker 

can only say unenthusiastically , “  I should go with him in the gloom, / Hoping it might 

be so. Twentieth century people already know,  that that the oxen will not do so.   

Thomas Hardy ’s doubt can also be revealed through  the darkling thrush, a poem 

written at the end of Victorian Era. Here wordsworthian attitude is reversed. No longer 

nature creates happiness in the perceiver, but the man’s doubtfulness and sadness make 

the nature looks like a dead body. The tangled bine-stems (above the speaker) scored the 

sky // like strings of broken lyres. The landscape is like a dying  century. A small and 

weak bird then arises, singing, signifying a weak hope. Still, the speaker is unaware about 

what the bird knows.  

Hardy is said as believing on the blind and unexplainable nature/ happening. In 

Hap, hardy expresses that having a bad reason/ explanation for human misery (for 

example like stated by Tennyson’s The lotus eater, that god enjoys our suffering) is still 

quite acceptable compared with the fact that any reason is not exist. Only hap (chance), 

matters.  God, if exist, is indifferent.    
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Up to the mid –twentieth century ?  

 Hardy’s voice that Nature or world is indifferent  still can be found in the forties 

in one of Auden’s poems .   Auden shares the similar notion when contemplated on the 

fall of Icarus painted by Brueghel, displayed in  Musee des Beaux Arts, saying that ‘The 

Old Masters were right about suffering….’ His idea is that someone’s suffering is not a 

problem at all for any other people, and its surrounding. The whole world is indifferent to 

human predicament. The same voice can also be found in A. E. Housman (1859-1936), 

for example in “ Is My team Ploughing. The idea is that Life goes on after our deaths 

pretty much as it did before-our dying does not disturb the universe (Perrine, 1965: 26-7)   

But this doesn’t mean that such voice is the voice of the mid modern period. Before 

Auden come, A voice that believe Nature can have a healing power for the modern 

industrial world is voiced through Lawrence (and several others) (guth,1981:710-12). His 

Snake  says that the tendency to go away and even to destroy nature is part of our 

institutionalized educated mind. He realizes how mining industry destroys nature. How 

ever, Nature in Lawrence (after Freud) are no longer solely associated with 

‘wild/beautiful landscape outside human body’,  The healing power is also shared to The 

Physical love. His Lady Chatterley’s lover  show how the sterility, futility, and the 

divergent  class consciousness of the modern world  ( presented by her paralyzed 

husband) are answered through her sexual affair in the woods. We don’t know whether 

such action can be categorized as  wordsworth’s ‘You are no less Divine’ and Blake’s 

‘innocence for surviving miserable situation’.  Do adult cleverly start claiming their 

innocence? Modern literature are no longer preaching “high’ virtues as if the dividing 

line between high and low is very obvious (In romanticism for example, The city is 

generally accepted as low in value). The continuing voice is that art are supposed to be 

seen as Art and not guidance for high-virtues conduct. Such opinion was already prepared 

in the late Victorian era.  The next discussion will trace that opinion and the possible 

effect on the Nature depiction. If Wordsworth  and Blake do not divide the pure picture 

of nature that they saw and  their own contemplation/reaction  on seeing it,  the late 

development will show that tendency.  
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Purely picture, shifting the message to the onlooker   

As the time grows, science is no longer a shocking entity. It unconsciously 

becomes part of society. Pastoral people and innocent children, which previously have 

become the obvious image of unscientific or less knowledgeable persons, are therefore 

rarely be the center of interest.  Thy are no longer strictly the subject of modern artist, 

because modern society are no longer pastoral society. (modern writers are part of the 

society, they don’t stay aloof from society, not even practicing resignation). Though 

indeed modern problem are articulated in semi-scientific term, such as alienation, 

neurosis, psychopath, crisis in sexual identity, etc, it is hardly an agreement whether the 

modern society (scientific–positivist-materialistic-neurotic, etc) really produces such 

entities or they have already existed in the ancient time and modern society only help to 

articulate them. One point is clear, value(s) and norm(s) are now pluralistic. There are 

many ways for seeing reality such as Freudian interpretation (libido-driven creature), 

Marxist interpretation (economical driven creature), Christian interpretation, etc. 

The attempt to unify so much pluralistic values in modern time is associated as a 

repressive act.  The unifying idea prevailed in the previous era (traditional, normative, 

‘religious’, patriarchal values/ moralities) are now often regarded as impediment to a 

development, and therefore often been criticized, ridiculed, and turned upside-down. 

These things are basically what prevail in modern literature.      

 From the late Victorian era, this development can be traced from the realization 

that human is incompatible in searching the ultimate truth. Walter Pater (1839-1894),  in 

his Studies in the History of the Renaissance, a work published in1873, which is very 

influential for many years ahead, says that human life was fleeting and uncertain and 

instead of pursuing inaccessible ultimate truths, man should strive to refine and purify his 

sensation and passing impression (Bergonzi, 1987: 380). He believes that it is in the art 

that the finest sensations are to be found and here the best hope of preserving the intense 

but fleeting moments of experience. The orientation is that it will not preach about moral 

any longer.  

               This notion is continued (in poetry) by the Imagist. Imagist  poetry is an attempt 

to isolate a significant moment from the flow of life, to crystallize a fleeting experience 

with an emphasis on visual aspect without any overt moral reflection attached..  The 
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example from the English exponent is T.S Hulme. He has moved to such practice before 

the term ‘imagist’ found by Pound. Hulme’s poem were dry and whimsical, demystifying 

stock romantic sentiment by describing the moon as a red-face farmer leaning over a 

hedge, or child’s balloon caught in the rigging of a ship. (Bergonzi, 1987:412) .  

If there should be a moral, the moral is recalling the reader to realize the 

importance of every moment (precisely at the moment of reading it). But these message 

is not in the poem itself (as if in the carpe diem poem). Consider the following example, 

this is the face of the nature in the modernist/ imagist poem. According to their credo, 

This is not about something, but the something itself. 

 

Image 

Old houses were scaffolding once 

And workmen whistling.  

( Hulme 1883-1917) 

In a Station of the Metro 

The apparition of these faces in the crowd; 

Petals on a wet, black bough 

(Pound) 

.  

In Drama and fiction, Pater’s fleeting moment is continued by the naturalist and 

realist (a style whose credo; I am a camera, a reporter, science-like).  Joyce’s stream of 

consciousness (let it flows) and ‘epiphany are ones of this kind fleeting moment  

On the other side, the contemporary thought (philosophy) existing in the 

pluralistic era leads to metaphysical emptiness. Many ideas (the content plane) cannot be 

all together unified or agreed upon, therefore philosophy goes toward the form-plane,  

that is language, (the form of the ideas is language).The content plane of philosophy  that 

tries to define what reality is (here = metaphysic) are left out. Wittgenstein (I) declares 

that there are actually no (metaphysical) problem at all in philosophy. Only the misused 

of language. ‘ He said, “ It is clear that ethics cannot be put into words’ and at the end of 

his book he said,’ What we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence (1961:151). 

The tendency of anti-metaphysic continues in, for example, Logical Atomism and 

Logical Positivism. They developed the current concern to the analysis of ordinary 

language (influenced by Wittgenstein the 2nd phase) 

On the literary realm, precisely in theatre,  this situation also prevails. There are 

many experiments on the form (language and mode of expression/staging) in which the 

content is not so important or leaving the content up to the audience interpretation. The 

content therefore is no longer univocal.  For example, the absurd Theatre (Beckett, 
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Pinter). Preparing the Absurd to come, experimentation on language in the twentieth 

century, can be previously found in Eliot and Yeast’s verse Drama.  

On the philosophical realm the practice is then a kind of reinterpreting the 

previous thoughts. (now: deconstruction, hermeneutic,) Bathok in quoting Gilbert Ryle’s  

The concept of mind, said that 

in general, the tendency of the dominant school of English Philosophy over 

the last fifty years has been “ …not to increase what we know…but to rectify 

the logical geography of the knowledge we already posses (1973: 24)  

 

So it is revealed that around the post-war, there is a significant tendency to say 

nothing / the least but it form/medium. They should be experienced, and not just 

conceptually absorbed/known. Practically on the popular art, the ‘nothing’ is largely on 

the didactic aspect (moral truth, the ‘I am right’ and the ‘follow me’ style). In such 

situation, nature and innocence are no longer important. Just like the imagist, they are no 

longer about something (whatever it is, innocence, nature, or other) they are the thing 

itself. It makes no (or least) difference if they are about anything or whatever.     

That too, is not the only voice. After that highly experimental of art emphasizing 

the form, a popular art continues to exist based on public market. A movement to bring 

back art to the public still continues, waiting its result until now.  

 

conclusion 

  

             In the romantic period, nature is seen as having a healing power and Children’s 

innocence is seen as having the power for surviving in the miserable industrial condition. 

Nature and children’s innocence are appreciated as a manifestation of a higher 

Transcendental Soul.    

 The Natural and innocent grandeur of romantic period are degraded by the new 

situation which largely based on scientific thought. Nature is revealed to be indifferent to 

human being. The idea that nature is not as humble as told in the romantic period 

continues growing. The scientific tendency to ‘know more’ is contrary to the idea of 

innocence offered in the Romantic period.  Innocence is no longer important for in the era 

of searching serious problem and proposing the answer, innocence becomes almost 
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similar to similar to inexperienced or Blind to Reality. Some poems from the Vitorian Era 

indeed show this tendencies. In those poems, it is found that Nature can be treated as a 

merely object of knowledge (Tennyson’s Flower in the crannied wall), That the healing 

power of beautiful nature cannot diminish the speaker consciousness on his ill situation 

(Arnold’s Dover Beach, Hardy’s the oxen and The Darkling Thrush), and that children’s 

innocence is perceived as a  sign of lack or knowledge-less (Hopkins’ Spring and Fall, 

Yeast’s To a child Dancing in the wind). Not just nature, even the whole world could be 

seen as indifferent to human predicament (Hardy’s Hap)      

 To the more modern world, Nature and innocence are no longer the center of 

interest though some writers still continue the old voice Nature ( Housman, Lawrence, 

Auden) . Modern world deals with more complicated problem. In pursuing the most 

attainable phenomena introduced in the late Victorian era (Pater) , the imagist, as part of 

the modernist, gives only picture with least reflection or even none (Hulme, Pound). This 

situation reflects the tendency of modern philosophy and the whole modern literature. 

They move toward the experimentation on the Form-plane, such as its own language, in 

which the content, whatever it is including nature and innocence, is less important.    
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Hap 

 
If but some vengeful god would call to me 

From up the sky, and laugh: “Thou suffering thing, 

Now that thy Sorrow is my ecstasy, 
That thy love’s loss is my hate’s profiting!” 

 
Then would I bear it, clench myself, and die’ 

Steeled by the sense of ire unmerited; 
Half-eased in that a Powerful than I 

Had willed and mated me the tears I shed. 

 
But not so. How arrives it joy lies slain, 

And why unblooms the best hope ever sown? 
-Crass Casualty obstructs the sun and rain, 

And dicing Time for gladness casts a moan…. 

These purblind Doomsters had as readily strown 
Blisses about my pilgrimage as pain.  

1866 
 

 
Spring and fall 

Margaret, are you grieving? 

Over Golengrove unleaving? …  
Leaves, like the things of man, you  

with your fresh thoughts care for, can you?  
 Ah! As the heart grows older  

It will come to such sights colder 

By and by, nor spare a sigh   
Though worlds of wanwood leafmeal lie 

 And yet you will weep and know why.  
Now no matter, child, the name:  

Sorrow’s springs are the same. 

‘but the heart heard  
what the ghost has guessed’ 

It is the blight man was born for 
 It is Margaret you mourn for. 

Hopkins (1844-1889)………………ddddddddddddddddddddd 
 

In a Station of the Metro 

The apparition of these faces in the crowd; 
Petals on a wet, black bough 

                                                    (Pound)]       
           

 

Dear child… 

If you appear untouched by solemn thought, 

Thy nature is not therefore less divine 

God being with thee when we know it not 
(Wordsworth) 

The Rainbow 

 
My heart leaps up when I behold 

 A Rainbow in the sky: 

So was it when my life began: 
So is it now I am a man; 

So be it when I shall grow old, 
 Or Let me die ! 

The Child is father of the Man: 
And I could wish my days to be: 

Bound each to each by natural piety. 

 
  William Wordsworth 

 
To a child Dancing in the Wins 

 

Dance upon the shore,  
What need have you to care 

For wind or water’s roar? 
And tumble out your hair 

That the salt drops have wet; 
Being young you have not known  

The fool’s triumph, nor yet  

Love lost as soon as won, 
Nor the best laborer dead 

And all the sheaves to bind. 
What need have you to dread 

The monstrous crying of the wind? 

                                 Yeats (1865-1939 
 

Flower in the crannied wall 
 

Flower in the crannied wall, 

I pluck you out of the crannies 
Hold you here, root and all, in my hand, 

Little flower –but if I could understand 
What you are, root and all and all in all,  

I should know what God and man is  
                           Tennyson (1809-1892) 

 

To see a world in a grain of sand 

To see a world in a grain of sand  
And a Heaven in a wild flower,      

Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand  
And Eternity in an hour. 

Blake (1757-1827) 

 
Image 

Old houses were scaffolding once 
And workmen whistling.  

                                   ( hulme ) 
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